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ing that the salt of a stock moves vertically upward in several unit 
cylinders called "spines." Observations in the salt mines of the 
Five Islands trend in south Louisiana confirm this interpretation. 
In some places the spines are defined by sedimentary gouge 
(shale, sand, limestone), which becomes included in the salt core 
and clearly marks the spine boundaries. These boundary shear 
zones can extend from the edge of the salt to the very center of 
the stock. Shear zones that have a diameter of 1,000 to 4,000 ft 
have been observed in four of the five mines. Every gradation 
exists from relatively simple, thin (15 ft), linear shear zones, to 
wider (400 ft) ones that have been twisted and sheared into the 
salt in complicated patterns by later salt movements. 

The shear zones can be traced upward through the salt to 
surface irregularities in the salt-stock surface, and into top
ographic irregularities on the ground surface (generally valleys). 
Disruptions of the overlying domal sedimentary rocks also can 
be recognized, and Balk and Muehlberger suggested these as the 
cause of the irregular salt motion. The present analysis suggests, 
however, that the salt spines cause the overlying strata disrup
tions. 

McCUNN, H. J., Tomlinson Instruments, Inc., Houston, Tex. 

Model Study of Morphologies Caused by Exploding Superheat
ed Vapor and Possible Lunar Analogues 

Hypervelocity cosmic bodies impacting on the lunar surface 
create volumes of vaporized rock materials which react in ther
mal agitation with the lunar soils. Water drops falling onto a 
surface of hot silt provide a model for the thermal agitation 
process, and produce several distinctive types of craters which 
appear to have exact analogues on the lunar surface. Surprising
ly, the interaction between the silt and vaporizing water is not 
always the same and at least three types of reaction occur, each 
producing a distinctive crater morphology. 

In one type of reaction the blast triggers the formation of an 
outwardly expanding rolling ring of vapor and rock debris. The 
expanding ring digs a crater which has slump features around the 
rim, and the inwardly rolling motion piles up materials in the 
center to form a cone. If the depth of silt is shallow, the same 
reaction creates a flat-bottomed crater with slump rings. 

A second type of reaction occurs where the vaporized mate
rials rotate horizontally in a swirling motion. This type of action 
creates concentric multiple craters and chains or lines of coa
lesced craters. Swirl-like slumps of debris are left in the bottoms 
of some of the craters whereas in others the wall may be breached 
and the material flows away leaving a rillelike trail. 

A third reaction occurs where the impact is violently explosive, 
and the materials are blown from the crater. These craters have 
blast rays and generally have smoothly sloping bottoms which 
contain a minimum of debris. 

Photographs of features observed in the model studies com
pare with photographs of analogous features on the surface of 
the moon and have implications as to the origin of the lunar 
surface. 

McGHEE, B. F., J. S. BLACKBURN, and B. C. LEACH, 
Schlumberger Well Services, Houston, Tex. 

Dual Spacing Thermal Neutron Decay Time Log: Cased-Hole 
Exploration Tool 

Geologists are being called on to find more oil and gas, much 
of it in existing fields. Schlumberger's dual spacing thermal neu
tron decay time log helps locate bypassed oil and gas productive 
zones. It can be used to evaluate these zones and to evaluate 
other zones which were not analyzed properly before initial com
pletion of the well. The dual spacing thermal neutron decay time 
log also may be used to monitor reservoirs during their produc
tive life to assure maximum production. 

McMlCHAEL. C. E.. Shell Oil Co., New Orleans, La. 

Oil Industry Experience in Louisiana Offshore, 1945-1972 

This study covers industry's activities in the State and Federal 
parts of the Louisiana offshore from the first State lease sales 
immediately after the close of World War II through the Federal 
sales held in 1972. Estimates of future exploration and develop
ment on these leases are included and a model of the operation 
during the remainder of the productive life is used to evaluate the 
outcome. 

The area has become an important producing province (1973 
production was about 450 million bbl of oil and condensate and 
3.9 Tcf of gas) and the leases acquired through 1972 may result 
in the discovery of as much as 8.4 billion bbl of oil and conden
sate and 70.4 Tcf of gas. Lease purchase and exploration costs 
(including future costs on leases acquired prior to the end of 
1972) total about 8.2 billion dollars and development costs will 
be at least 11.4 billion when these leases are developed fully. The 
profitability of the venture for industry will depend on future 
product prices. At the end of 1973, 48 percent of the oil and 37 
percent of the gas had been produced. 

When the original study was done in mid-1973, two future 
price cases were analyzed. Case 1 incorporated the mid-1973 
revenue levels through the remainder of the productive life. In 
Case II, oil prices were increased 5 percent per year and gas, 6.50 
percent. These increases were based on published estimates of 
future world oil priced by Federal agencies and major banks. An 
additional case will be presented using future prices m keeping 
with recent events in the world oil market. This case also will 
incorporate any changes in the industry tax structure as a result 
of legislation now pending in Congress. 

Industry's overall results have been poor except for the early 
years. The latter period, 1968-1972, will yield a poor return under 
almost any reasonable assumption of future prices. The deterio
ration in profitability from the early to late period is partly due 
to a moderate decline in field quality as well as higher develop
ment and operating costs. (The newer fields are generally in 
deeper water and farther from shore.) However, the major cause 
is the much higher prices paid for leases at the more recent sales. 
Even in Case II, about % of the operating profit from the 1968-
1972 period will be paid to the Federal treasury in the form of 
bonus, rentals, royalty, and income tax. Depending on future 
prices, this can amount to as much as 50 percent of gross revenue. 
This does not include any provision for excess profits or excise 
taxes which would increase the Federal share or benefits to the 
consumer as a result of price constraints on domestic production 
to keep revenues below world oil prices. 

MURRALL, R. S., Dept. of Geology, Florida State Univ., Talla
hassee, Fla. 

Wave Characteristics with Restricted Fetch: Case Study of Lake 
Okeechobee 

In the design of earth work constructions along rivers and 
lakes, it is important to know the relations between wind and the 
waves. Such observations are a first stage in a complete investiga
tion of wave effects on beaches and earth structures of different 
shapes and materials. The generally used form of these relations 
deals with deepwater conditions, where the fetch is unlimited. 
Such relations cannot be applied to small lakes and protected 
bays. 

The earliest work in this field was that of Johnson on Clear 
Lake, California. He concluded that wind duration but not fetch 
was the controlling factor in any kind of change in wave charac
teristics. Later, on the basis of the study of Abbots Lagoon, 
California, Johnson showed that the dimensionless term gf./u is 
useful in estimating wave conditions within certain limits. Bur
ling compared the wave data from Staines reservoir with the data 


